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Characterized by a classic look these 
watches work well with formal attire, but can 
be worn daily, no matter the event. Their 
apparent simplicity often makes room for 
sophistication.
The watches are often worn by men with a 
suit and by women with an elegant dress. A 
dress watch will always add value to your 
outfit and add an element of style without 
drawing too much attention.

Simple 
Medium Size 
Elegant colors & design that work well with an elegant outfit 
Sometimes they have precious metals 
Men’s bands are made of stainless steel or leather 
Women’s bands will usually be bracelet style 

While sport watches and dress watches may be water 
resistant, diver watches (or marine watches as they are 
sometimes called) are designed to withstand the high 
pressures of deep sea diving. They are precise, 
accurate, with several features and usually easy to read 
as they need to help the diver. 

Originally aviator or pilot watches were used by pilots 
and astronauts, but they were later adopted by many 
people who see them as gadgets or a fashion 
statement. They are usually large, simple and resistant.

Designed for movement in every form, sport watches 
have a dynamic look and superior strength, fit for jumping, 
running or other exercise. They are a trustworthy helper 
having more functions and features than dress watches. 
You’ll often find complex stopwatches, alarms and 
different subdials on them. The armband is usually 
comfortable, flexible and sturdy. 

Multiple features and functions 
Subdials 
Water resistant and durable 
Cloth, rubber or metal band

Shock resistant and chemical resistant 
Water resistant to at least 100 M 
Strong band so it does not come of accidentally 
Illuminated and easily readable minute markings or hands 
Unidirectional outer rim (bezel) to track the oxygen supply

Fashion watches tell time, but they are viewed 
more as jewelry or accessory than as a functional 
gadget. They usually make a strong fashion 
statement through on of the multiple available and 
sometimes bold designs. Their style can vary from 
classy and sophisticated to playful, casual and 
non- conformist. Fashion watches stand out of the 
crowd through distinctive shapes and colors and 
often limited functionality. 

Can have jewelry.
Sometimes made to look like a bracelet. 
Colorful and in a variety of shapes and designs. 
Children watches are playful and with cartoon characters.

Resistant in very high or low temperatures. 
Refined or rugged design. 
Large, easily readable display.
Displays time for multiple locations.

Retro watches are designed to remind of or evocate a certain 
decade. They imitate or are inspired from the style and designed 
used in the past. They range from simple and made from cheap 
materials to historical luxury watches. They match a certain 
perceived fashion look. 

Can be any shape or color 
Different armbands made from a variety of materials 
Sometimes engraved or with icons or symbols. 
Can be analog, but also digital.
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